Evaluation of capillary electrophoretic techniques towards systematic toxicological analysis.
Two capillary electrophoresis (CE) methods were evaluated for their suitability in systematic toxicological analysis (STA). A test set of 25 barbiturates was analysed using capillary zone electrophoresis (CZE) and micellar electrokinetic chromatography (MEKC). Buffers used consisted of 90 mM borate set at pH 8.4 (CZE) and 20 mM phosphate, 50 mM sodium dodecyl sulphate set at pH 7.5 (MEKC). All analyses were carried out using fused silica capillaries using an electric field strength of 52.6 kV/m. The use of a reproducible identification parameter is very important in STA as it influences the identification power (IP). To deal with the poor reproducibility of the migration time, we introduced the corrected effective mobility. Inter-day reproducibilities of the latter parameter were < 0.6% for CZE and < 0.5% for MEKC, using daily prepared buffers. The IP of the methods was expressed by calculation of the discriminating power and the mean list length. Data obtained were compared to gas chromatographic and high-performance liquid chromatographic data, and correlations between all methods were calculated. It was shown that little correlation exists between chromatographic and electrophoretic techniques. The results indicated that CE has a good identification power for the application in STA, especially when a combination of methods having a low correlation is used.